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Agenda Item W 3.1

– For information –

Helen Rycraft
Operational Safety Section
Division of Nuclear Installation Safety (NSNI)
Update on DS513 Guide for GSR part 2

• Previous standards meetings identified key questions around Scope, Context and Graded approach.

• Meeting with Chairs of Safety standards Committees was held Tuesday 13\textsuperscript{th} October to discuss a forward plan.
Forward Plan

• The scope of GSR part two guide will be the scope of the standard.
• The Guide will be high level with guidance around the core concepts of Leadership, Management and Culture for safety.
• The graded approach requirement will have guidance for small and medium sized organizations.
• The guide will aim to be high level for all types of facilities and activities.
• Some specific guidance may be included in the annexes/appendices by agreement with the relevant committee.
Action

- DPP 513 will be revised to reflect the recent discussions and submitted to the next meetings of the committees.

- Guidance in terms of specific context will need to be part of specific guides (future guides and revisions) or other publications.

- Work on the content of the guide will continue
Thank you!